
"NEW BOAT"

Corsiva 650 Tender

£40,600.00 

REF: 650

Manufacturer/model: Corsiva Yachting / Corsiva 650
Tender

The flagship Tender model from Corsiva Yachting. This
boat is for those looking for a sporty tender styling with
space and practicality for larger family groups. The
central helm pepestal makes the cockpit spacious and
easy to move around. There is an excellent amount of
under-seat storage which is easy to access with hinged
seat bases. The large aft deck cushion will be a popular
space for lounging on sunny days. Priced with Honda
BF30 outboard engine.

Boat specification:

Year: NEW BOAT
Length: 20.66ft (6.30m)
Beam: 8.04ft (2.45m)
Draught: 2.13ft (0.65m)
Berths: N/A
Engine: Honda BF30
Fuel: Petrol
Drive Type: Outboard
BS Cert: Declaration of Conformity valid to 2027



Corsiva 650 Tender, "NEW BOAT"

Boat specification (continued):

www.jonesboatyard.co.uk

Full Specification

HIN: PL-COR65T32G323
RCD Rated C for 8 adults
Hull colour: Jet Black
Deck colour: Traffic White
Rope fendering: Black
Canopy & bimini: Black
Upgraded upholstery - Diamante Sunset DIA-6607
Engine hatch cushions
Steering system
Stainless steel bow stripe
Automatic bilge pump
Manual bilge pump
Table & leg
Teak effect flooring
LED cockpit lights
Bathing ladder
Horn
12v electrical installation inc navigation lights
Main power switch
Isotherm 60L fridge/coolbox

Boating Package
Stainless steel cleats
Mooring lines (4 X 10m * 12mm)
Fender clips
Fenders (6 X fenders)
Hull preperation and antifoul

Engine
Priced with Honda BF30 LRTU outboard engine
Outboard fuel tank
Upgraded Honda flush-mount remote
Honda Marine 6 Year Domestic Use Warranty
(depending on compliance with service schedules)
Please contact us for electric propulsion or
alternative outboards.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Demonstrations are only conducted once we have an agreement on
price and a 10% deposit has been taken. Once the demonstration has
been run we recommend that the boat is surveyed by an independent
surveyor prior to purchase. The deposit is fully refundable should the

river boat trials or survey prove unsatisfactory in any way. To arrange a
river boat demonstration then please contact us on 01480 494040. THIS

SPECIFICATION IS INTENDED AS ILLUSTRATION AND DOES NOT
FORM PART OF ANY CONTRACT.
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